Orthologous gene structures in eight vertebrate species were compared on a genomic scale to detect the birth and maturation of new internal exons during the course of evolution. We found that 40% of new human exons are alternatively spliced, and most of these are cassette exons (exons that are either included or skipped in their entirety) with low inclusion rates. This proportion decreases steadily as older and older exons are examined, even as splicing efficiency increases. Remarkably, the great majority of new cassette exons are composed of highly repeated sequences, especially Alu. Many new cassette exons are 5 untranslated exons; the proportion that code for protein increases steadily with age. New protein-coding exons evolve at a high rate, as evidenced by the initially high substitution rates (K s and Ka), as well as the SNP density compared with older exons. This dynamic picture suggests that de novo recruitment rather than shuffling is the major route by which exons are added to genes, and that species-specific repeats could play a significant role in recent evolution.
I
n the course of evolution, new genes can be created by duplication or rearrangement of existing genes and in higher organisms by the shuffling of exons from one gene to another (1) . The addition of an exon to an existing gene could also take place by the recruitment of an intronic fragment [an exaptation (2) ], constituting the de novo formation of a novel exon. This idea has recently gained support from pair-wise comparisons of alternative splicing in humans vs. rodents. Modrek and Lee (3) showed that cassette exons (exons that are either included or skipped in their entirety) that are included at a low frequency in one species are usually not present in the other species, suggesting that alternative splicing is associated with either exon creation or exon loss. Approaching the matter from the other direction, Wang et al. (4) compared human and mouse genomes and defined 2,695 ''rodent-specific'' exons that are missing in the human genome. They found that most of these exons are spliced at a low frequency, and that they originate from unique intronic sequences.
Notwithstanding these findings, some central questions remain: Are the nonconserved minor spliced exons simply the result of temporary splicing mistakes without evolutionary relevance (i.e., garbage), or are they substrates for selection, destined to become functional in the future? Does the presence of an exon in one species and its absence in the other represent exon creation or exon loss (5) ?
To address these questions, we determined the evolutionary course of the birth and maturation of exons by using multiple genome comparisons. We showed here that new exons are born by recruitment of highly repeated sequences as cassettes with low inclusion rates, after which they gradually gain protein-coding capacity and functionality. This trend was observed in both the human and mouse genomes. Our data provide robust and large-scale evidence for the de novo recruitment of intronic fragments as a major mode of exon creation in recent evolution.
Results

Division of Exons According to Their Evolutionary Ages.
We compiled a database composed of Ͼ100,000 human exons and classified them according to whether their orthologs could be found in the chimpanzee, dog, mouse, rat, chicken, zebrafish, and fugu genomes. We reasoned that a human exon whose ortholog is present in a given organism must have been ''born'' before the divergence between humans and that organism. On the other hand, if the ortholog is absent, either it was born after the divergence between humans and that organism, or it was lost in that particular organism. However, if it is also absent in all other more divergent organisms tested, then the latter is unlikely. Based on this rationale, all human exons were divided into five groups according to their divergence from other vertebrates, to classify them according to their birth. About 70,000 exons are common to humans, fugu, and zebrafish and so represent the most ancient group. Over 10,000 exons were shared by human and chicken but were absent in fish. These exons were presumably created after the human-fish but before the human-chicken split. We did not require these human-chicken orthologs to exist in intermediate genomes such as mouse, rat, and dog; in this way, we included ancient exons that could have been lost in some intermediate lineages. Similarly, 20,345, 2,341, and 2,179 exons were assigned to groups that were created before the humanrodent, human-dog, and human-chimpanzee splits, respectively. It should be noted that these groups are mutually exclusive and comprise the entire exon dataset.
A similar number of mouse exons and their orthologs in multiple vertebrate genomes were also extracted, yielding 1,249 exons that are present exclusively in the mouse and rat genomes. We then ascertained the splicing events associated with each human or mouse exon by examining the corresponding EST and mRNA sequences.
The Proportion of Exons That Are Alternatively Spliced Is Higher in
Newer Exons. Overall, we found that 15% of primate exons (present in both human and chimpanzee) are alternatively spliced, with 9% being cassette exons. Intriguingly, we found a strong inverse correlation between the evolutionary age and the proportion of cassette exons (Fig. 1 , filled areas in each column). Over 35% of the most recently evolved human exons are cassette exons, in contrast to 5% of the most ancient exons. Wang et al. (4) reached a similar conclusion for rodent exons based on a mouse-human comparison. Here, by examining eight vertebrate species, we found that exons with intermediate ages have intermediate proportions of cassette exons, establishing a clear trend for the younger exons to be cassette exons (P Ͻ 0.002 for the null hypothesis that the five groups assort randomly with the proportion of cassette exons). Interestingly, the proportion of exons that use alternative 5Ј or 3Ј splice sites does not show the same trend (Fig. 1 , open areas in the columns), because it is very infrequent among the most recent exons (2-3% in exons born after the human-dog and -rodent splits), and it remains relatively constant in older exons (5-6% in exons born before the human-dog and -rodent splits). This different evolutionary course may reflect the fact that exons using alternative 5Ј or 3Ј splice sites are built from existing exons, whereas cassette exons represent the birth of novel exons. We have focused here on the latter and, to simplify the analysis, we have considered only internal exons, disregarding terminal exons.
Turning to the mouse, we observed the same inverse correlation between exon age and alternative splicing (Fig. 6 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). However, here the proportions of alternatively spliced exons are generally lower (by Ϸ30%) in all evolutionary groups. Because the volume of the mouse EST database is only about two-thirds that of human, we considered the possibility that a detection bias could be the cause of this discrepancy. However, randomly purging a third of the ESTs in the human database to make it the same size as the mouse database did not remove this disparity; the proportion of human cassette exons overall was Ϸ1.6 times that of mouse.
Inclusion Rates of Cassette Exons Are Lower in Newer Exons. We next asked whether the inclusion rate of human cassette exons increases with evolutionary age, reasoning that the longer an exon has been preserved, the more likely it is to be functional and therefore used. That this is indeed the case can be seen in Fig.  2 , which shows the distribution of inclusion rates for the five evolutionary groups. Most of the younger human cassette exons are spliced inefficiently (1-20% of the time; Fig. 2 A) . This situation gradually changes as the exons get older (Fig. 2 A-E) , such that in the most ancient group, the inverse distribution was found; now the majority of cassette exons are included 80-99% of the time (Fig. 2E) . The same phenomenon was observed for mouse exons, suggesting this progression may be general for all mammals (Fig. 7 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). These results, together with those of Fig.   1 , confirm the findings derived from human-mouse comparisons that nonconserved exons are mostly minor exons (3, 4) . But beyond that, our data suggest an evolutionary course for cassette exons. When exons first appear, they tend to be cassette exons and are only occasionally included in the final transcripts. Such minor young exons provide substrates for further evolution and are subject to selection (4, (6) (7) (8) (9) . Presumably, some of these exons would confer an adaptive advantage to the organism (e.g., a new useful protein domain) and would be preserved by selection. The inclusion rates of these exons would subsequently increase and possibly reach constitutive status given enough time.
The Majority of Recently Born Exons Originated from Highly Repeated
Sequences. We noticed that many of the most recent human exons resemble genomic interspersed repeat sequences. To systematically examine whether highly repeated sequences contribute to the birth of exons, we used RepeatMasker to classify the exons and their flanking sequences. Strikingly, Ͼ90% of the most recent (primate-specific) cassette exons overlap with repeats ( Fig. 3 ). In particular, 67% overlap with short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs), and 62% overlap with Alu elements, a primate-specific class of SINE repeats. Remarkably, a substantial number of recent constitutive exons also overlap with Alus (372, 28%) or other classes of repeats (386, 29%). Among all recent exons, those that overlap with an Alu have a lower rate of inclusion on average (52%) than those that do not (82%; Fig.  8 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). It has previously been estimated that 5% of all cassette exons overlap with Alus (10), and that Alu sequences can be exonized through a small number of mutations (11, 12) . Consistent with the idea of exonization (13), we found the degree of sequence overlap with recent cassette exons is extensive; among all of the recent cassette exons that overlap with Alus, 90% fall entirely within those Alus (Fig. 9 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Overall, 40% of all recent (alternative and constitutive) exons are completely overlapped by Alus. This proportion far exceeds the expected probability (9%) that a random region of 120 nt (the average size of an internal exon) would fall within an Alu (P Ͻ 10 Ϫ10 ). Although our data point to Alus as playing an important role in creating new exons, other repeats such as long interspersed elements, DNA transposons, and LTR transposons (but not simple repeats) have been exonized as well (Fig. 3) . Because exons in more divergent evolutionary groups are examined, the proportion of cassette exons that overlap with repeats (especially SINEs) diminishes rapidly. For example, for exons common to dog as well as primates, only 34% and 10% overlap with all repeats and SINEs, respectively, compared with 90% and 67% for the most recent exons (Fig. 3) . As expected, the SINEs exonized in this group of exons are not the primate-specific Alus but are mammalian-wide interspersed repeats (data not shown). In sharp contrast to the mammalian-specific exons, the two most ancient groups of exons (before the human-fish and humanchicken splits) do not overlap with any repeats (Fig. 3) .
We examined rodent-specific exons in a similar manner. Here 65% of the most recent rodent cassette exons originate from repeats and 28% from lineage-specific SINEs (Fig. 10 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), compared with 90% for primate repeats and 62% for Alus (Fig.  3) . The difference (P Ͻ 10 Ϫ10 ) can be explained by two factors: (i) Alus comprise a higher fraction of the human genome (10.7%) than mouse-specific repeats of the mouse genome (7.6%; ref. 14). (ii) Alu sequences are rich in 3Ј splice site-like sequences (Fig. 11 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site) and so are poised for exonization; rodent-specific repeats have a lower density of such sites (Fig.  11 ). LTRs present the inverse situation; their contribution to recent cassette exons in the mouse is twice that of primates, in keeping with the 2-fold greater abundance of LTRs in the mouse compared with primates.
The Proportion of Exons Located in Untranslated mRNA Regions Is
Higher in Newer Exons. There is a strong propensity for the recent primate-specific exons to lie within UTRs. More than 30% of recent cassette exons occur as 5Ј-UTRs; this proportion decreases steadily with age and is only 1-2% in ancient exons (Fig.  4A ). There are many fewer recent cassette exons in the 3Ј-UTRs compared with 5Ј-UTRs; the former may be selected against, because they could trigger nonsense-mediated RNA decay (making the normal stop codons in the preceding exons appear premature), or because they could provide microRNA targets. Constitutive exons also exhibit these trends (Fig. 4B) . Notwithstanding the abundance in UTRs, a substantial proportion of recent exons comprise protein-coding regions, indicating that such new exons are effecting protein changes. Among the recent constitutive exons, about half of Alu-overlapping exons lie within UTRs, whereas exons that do not overlap with any repeat lie mostly in coding regions (Fig. 12 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). These data suggest that many recent exons first arise in noncoding regions where their presence is better tolerated and from where they may later evolve into protein-coding exons. This scenario provides a mechanism by which simpler proteins get more complex by adding domains to their termini, a pattern of domain accretion that has often been observed (ref. 15 ; Fig. 2 ).
Newer Exons Are Evolving at a Higher Rate. If the newly born exons lack any function, they may exhibit an unconstrained and therefore rapid rate of evolution compared with more mature exons. To measure these evolutionary rates, we calculated the nonsynonymous and synonymous amino acid substitution rates (K a and K s , respectively) between orthologous human and chimpanzee coding exons for the five different evolutionary groups. A K a ͞K s ratio of Ͻ1 is generally considered evidence for purifying selection, i.e., pressure against mutational change of a functional sequence; whereas a ratio near 1 indicates little or no such pressure, i.e., a lack of function. The K a ͞K s ratio (the average K a divided by the average K s for each group) was close to 1 for the most recent exons and steadily decreased to 0.2 in the most ancient exons (Fig. 5A ). An examination of K a and K s individually Fig. 3 . Recent cassette exons consist primarily of ''exonized'' interspersed repeat elements. RepeatMasker was used to find highly repeated sequences in and around the cassette exons in our dataset. Cassette exons were divided into five groups, as described in the text and the legend to Fig. 1 . The patterned areas show the proportions of cassette exons that have significant similarity to different types of repeats. The total number of cassette exons in each group is shown beneath each column.
is also revealing. K a increases by an order of magnitude in the most recent exons compared with the most ancient, signifying that the recent exons are undergoing a much more rapid evolution of protein sequences (Fig. 5A) . These results are consistent with the finding of Xing and Lee (8) that minor alternative exons are evolving faster. Interestingly, K s values were also higher for these recent exons (2-fold), in keeping with the idea that the recent exons are rapidly evolving at the nucleotide level as well (i.e., independent of protein-coding capacity). These nucleotide changes are presumably creating exonic splicing enhancers that increase exon inclusion (16) (17) (18) . The change in K s with time supports the growing realization that synonymous codon changes are not always neutral, and so the K a ͞K s ratio is an imperfect gauge of protein selection (9, 18, 19) .
We next asked whether the rapid evolution of a new exon was also characteristic of its host gene taken as a whole; for instance, if the new exon disrupted the former gene function, an entirely new function might be created. We found the reverse to be true; K a and K s values for the other exons in the genes harboring the exon in question show no such difference in rate, regardless of the age of the classifying exon (Fig. 13 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). This result is consistent with the notion that new exons initially correspond to functionless inclusions in minor splicing isoforms and gradually gain function with time, and that this function is most often related to the function of the host gene.
Evolutionary rates can also be reflected by SNP density, which reflects the intraspecies polymorphism level. We therefore examined the distribution of SNPs among the human exons of the different evolutionary groups. A decreasing trend with evolutionary age was observed; SNP density is 2-fold higher in the most recent compared with the most ancient exons (Fig. 5B) , similar to the difference in K s above. This result provides further evidence that newly born exons are less functional and are evolving rapidly.
Recruitment of Exons from Intronic Sequences vs. Exon Shuffling.
Our method for classifying exons according to their time of appearance relies on the absence or presence of an exon in an aligned region between two species. An ancient exon that had been shuffled into an intron in one species but not the other would be an old exon in a new context but would appear as a new exon. However, most new exons overlap with repeats, making it unlikely that they represent ancient shuffled exons and leading to the conclusion that most new exons do not arise by exon shuffling. To test the possibility that new human exons of unique sequence represent shuffled exons, we compared 100 such human exons against the mouse EST database. None exhibited SNPs from human dbSNP database were mapped to human exons in different evolutionary groups, and the density of SNPs was measured as described in Methods.
significant similarity (E values Ͻ10 Ϫ3 ). In sharp contrast, among 100 randomly selected ancient exons, 83 yielded hits with E values Ͻ10 Ϫ5 (Fig. 14, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). These results suggest that exon shuffling is at most a minor contributor to the current population of new exons.
Expression Profiles of the Genes That Contain the Recently Born Exons.
Finally, an EST expression profile of the 1,790 genes that contain the 2,179 recent exons showed approximately equal distribution among 30 tissues, with the exception of testis, which exhibited an EST abundance twice the average of all other tissues (Fig. 15 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). These data eliminated the concern that these exons appear only in highly specialized genes or tissues and so are not representative of the whole genome.
Discussion
One plausible explanation for the fact that exons not conserved between any two species tend to be cassette-spliced is that these exons are simply the results of ''temporary'' splicing mistakes and will eventually be lost in evolution. Our data strongly argue against this possibility by showing a continuous and presumably ongoing course of exon evolution in terms of improved splicing, reduced repeat content, and increased protein fixation. Taken together, our results support the following scenario. Many exons are created from introns, first in the form of cassette exons; such exons may be selected against to the extent that they disrupt the normal function of the resident genes. Two mechanisms mitigate the selection pressure against these exons. First, the new exons are spliced inefficiently and therefore appear in only a minority of transcripts; second, these exons are preferentially located in UTRs, leaving the proteins intact. These exons will later become incorporated into protein-coding regions. Highly repeated sequences are a rich source of such new exons. The new exons evolve rapidly at both the protein level and the RNA level; some of these exons eventually become advantageous to the organism through the evolution of a new protein function (20) . The splicing efficiency of such advantageous exons then increases through positive selection pressure, eventually reaching constitutivity in some cases.
It would be interesting to document the mutational events that lead to the creation of an exon from an intronic sequence (11) . Comparative genomics might be used for this purpose, using a species that is the right distance from human to be informative. The chimpanzee is probably too close, and the mouse is probably too far in this regard. The macaque could be the best choice, but at present, there is not enough splicing information (mRNA or EST data) to determine whether a candidate sequence is used as an exon.
Our finding that a majority of the most recent exons originate from highly repeated sequences contrasts with that of Wang et al. (4) , who concluded that recent rodent exons, defined as missing in humans and pigs, are derived mostly from unique intronic sequences. Two possible biases in their study may explain the disparity. First, we estimate these authors used Ϸ700,000 pig ESTs (for Ϸ10,000 exons in our reconstruction of the procedure) for the ancestral reference to differentiate gain or loss of exons in the mouse genome compared with human. This number may be insufficient to capture the majority of alternatively spliced cassette exons; by comparison, the human dbEST comprises Ϸ7,500,000 ESTs. To test this idea, we randomly reduced the number of human ESTs to 750,000 and found only 15% of the alternatively spliced exons detected by our original database (data not shown). Thus, a substantial proportion of the exons collected by Wang et al. (4) could be ancient exons that have been lost in the human genome rather than new exons gained in the mouse (which are actually present but were undetected in the pig genome). Second, to parse the intron-exon structures, Wang et al. (4) aligned full length mouse cDNAs from the RefSeq database to the mouse genomic sequence. The RefSeq cDNA database imparts a strong curation bias toward abundant and repeat-free transcripts (21) . Exons spliced at low inclusion rates and repeat-overlapping exons are therefore underrepresented in this database and were precluded (4). These types of exons represent major classes found in our analysis.
Others have previously noted a connection between human Alu sequences and alternative splicing. Sorek et al. (11) found 26 exons derived from Alu sequences and showed that just a few mutations sufficed for exonization. Krull et al. (13) documented the time course during primate evolution of four examples of Alu exonization. Zheng et al. (22) and Sorek et al. (10) found numerous examples of alternatively spliced exons that overlapped with repeat sequences of diverse types; almost no constitutively spliced exons did so. Repeat elements have also been shown to evolve into transcriptional regulatory elements (23) and to specify protein domains (24) . In one case, the DNAbinding domain contributed by a recently exonized transposon repeat was shown to be retained and functional in the chimeric protein product (25) . The results reported here show that highly repeated sequences are the most important source of new exons in both humans and the mouse. At least two reasons help explain this predominance: (i) Alu repeats contain motifs similar to the splice consensus sequences, so few changes are required to effect exonization ( Fig. 11 and ref. 11) ; and (ii) the ability of these sequences to transpose allows them to move to more hospitable environments for splicing, e.g., away from intronic silencing elements (26, 27) . Such ''preexon shuffling'' could represent a rich source of variation that complements mutation, as has been argued for experimental DNA shuffling (28) . The shuffling of preexisting exons, on the other hand, was found here not to be a major contributor to the appearance of new exons in genes.
It is possible that the exaptation of intron sequences as new exons is a major route to new genes, along with gene duplication. However, because we would not have detected new genes that arose by gene duplication, we cannot compare the relative contribution of these two processes. Moreover, it has not yet been directly shown to what extent newly exapted repeated sequences in fact go on to contribute functional phenotypes or even the proportion that become fixed. To get a rough preliminary estimate of the latter, we plotted the cumulative number of new exons as a function of divergence time (29) . All of the exon data fell close to a straight line (60 new exons per million years, R 2 ϭ 0.97; Fig. 16 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), including the point for the most recent exons. If the great majority of the most recent exons were not to become fixed, we would have expected that point to be high relative to older exons. Although this result is consistent with the idea that most exons do eventually become fixed, it is far from persuasive, because divergence times may be inexact, and there are few data points provided by this work.
This work suggests that highly repeated sequences, rather than being parasitic invaders and junk, play an important evolutionary role in the evolution of new genes. The documentation of a number of Alu exonization events led Sorek et al. (11) to propose that exaptation of Alus may have ''promoted speciation of the human lineage.'' Our data support this idea and extend it to additional classes of repeats and to other mammals.
Methods
Compilation of Human and Mouse Exon-Intron Structures.
Human and mouse exon-intron structures were determined by aligning mRNA͞EST sequences from the UniGene database (ftp:͞͞ftp. ncbi.nih.gov͞repository͞UniGene͞Homosapiens and download Hs.seq.all.gz) to assembled genomic sequences (ftp:͞͞ ftp.ncbi.nih.gov͞genomes͞Hsapiens) using sim4. Only ESTs that span at least two exon-exon joints were considered. A perl script was written to parse exon͞intron borders from the alignment.
Orthologous Exons in Other Genomes. We downloaded a humanreferenced eight-genome alignment from the University of California, Santa Cruz Genome Bioinformatics Site (http:͞͞ hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu͞goldenPath͞hg17͞multiz8way).
These genomes are aligned by using multiz (30) and blastz (31) . We then mapped each exon to the human genome by using megablast (32) . The corresponding segment of a second species was then extracted according to the coordinates of the human exon if it was present in the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) alignment, and if the AG and GT dinucleotides bordering the exon in the second species were conserved (a negligible number of orthologous exons were rejected by this second criterion). This approach maximized the possibility of finding orthologous exons and not simply homologous sequences, because the exon alignments are within the syntenic context of the UCSC whole-genome alignment. For rodent-specific exons, we downloaded another multiple genome-alignment from UCSC (http:͞͞hgdownload. cse.ucsc.edu͞goldenPath͞mm7͞multiz17way) that uses the mouse genome as the reference genome.
Division of Exons According to Their Evolutionary Ages.
The evolutionary group to which a human exon is assigned depends on the most divergent genome where its ortholog exists. The order (from the most to the least divergent from human) of the eight genomes was set to be fugu͞zebrafish, chicken, mouse͞rat, dog, and chimpanzee͞human, where ''͞'' means equivalence. Classes were formed by pairing human exons with those of another single species or single group. Only human exons also represented in the chimpanzee were used. A fish or rodent exon was considered a member of that class if it was present in either of two equivalent species. Classifications using the mouse genome as a reference were carried out similarly. Annotated listings of all exons in each grouping are at http:͞͞cubweb.biology.columbia.edu͞lac2͞exonsbyage.
Repeats. We used RepeatMasker (www.repeatmasker.org) to mask the interspersed repeat sequences, always using the most sensitive setting (''-s'' parameter in the command line). The type and location of repeats were determined by examining the ''*.out'' output of RepeatMasker. An exon was considered to overlap with a repeat if it shared at least one nucleotide with any type.
Noncoding Exons. To determine their protein-coding properties, we first mapped exons to well annotated RefSeq mRNA sequences. For those exons that were not present in RefSeq, we mapped the two flanking exons from the EST sequences to RefSeq and then inferred the protein-coding property of the exon in question from the protein-coding properties of the flanking exons.
Ka and Ks Calculation. We calculated K a , K s , and their variances between human and chimpanzee following the approach developed by Li (33) . The phases of exons were determined by aligning exons to the RefSeq database (ftp:͞͞ftp.ncbi.nih.gov͞ refseq͞Hsapiens͞mRNAProt) and parsed by examining the annotation of RefSeqs. Exons that failed to be aligned, were in noncoding regions, or had ambiguous phases were discarded.
SNPs. Chromosomal coordinates of all SNPs in the dbSNP build 124 database were obtained from the University of California, Santa Cruz genome bioinformatics site. We then mapped SNPs to exons according to their coordinates. SNPs derived from transcribed sequences (ESTs or cDNA sequences) or without exact coordinates were ignored. The SNP density of each group of exons was defined as the total number of SNPs falling into these exons divided by the total number of nucleotides comprising these exons.
Comparing Human Exons Against the Mouse Transcriptome. We randomly selected 100 new exons in the most recent evolutionary group that do not overlap with repeats as well as 100 such exons in the most ancient group. Blastn (using default parameters) was used to compare these exons with mouse ESTs downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information dbEST database. For each exon, the E value of the best hit was recorded.
Expression Profile. We parsed expression profile information of genes that contain the recent exons by examining the ''Hs.profiles'' file in the UniGene database. Expression levels were gauged by the normalized number of ESTs in each pool.
